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PREFACE

History is a continuous and systematic narration of the past events of mankind.
According to E.H. Carr, “History is a continual process of interaction; a dialogue between
the historian in the present and the facts in the past. Modern history of the world
expresses the basic ideas upon which the present events run.

The present text book ‘RISE OF THE MODERN WEST-II’ is meant for the
students of History Hon’s as per the new common CBCS syllabus (2019-20) designed
for all colleges and universities of Odisha. Still, this book is very helpful for common
students those who want to acquire knowledge in history or preparing for competitive
examinations. This book may also be useful for the students of other universities across
India.

Starting from the Socio-Economic and Political Crisis in 17th Century Europe, it
goes through rise of modern science and mercantilism, growth of parliamentary system
and rise of American revolutions which spread the seeds of nationalism in the whole
world.

The book beautifully describes the content with attractive images, head points and
bullets. For students’ understanding, summary and model questions are given after every
chapter. LMR (Last Minutes Revision) and Sets of questions will help in preparing
students for the examinations.

In preparing this book, I referred both classical as well as contemporary books and
different web sources pertaining to the topics of the book. A lot of care was taken in
writing content to make the language easy and sweet as the need of common students.

My special thanks to Mr. Niraj Pandey and Mr. Vijay Pandey of Himalaya
Publishing House for their grand initiative. I am also thankful to Mr. Bijoy Kumar Ojha
and his team for taking keen interest in the publication of this book. I pay my deep
gratitude to Late Prof. Dr. Hemanta Kumar Mohapatra whose inspiration is the cause of
this initiative. Finally, I have a request to the readers to suggests and share their thoughts
so that improvement of this book can be made in the next edition. I hope, this book will
surely find both students and teachers very useful and fulfill their needs. Thanking you…

Harekrushna Behera
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Unit I : The English Revolution and European Politics
in in the 18th Century

Chapter1
BBack ground: Socio-Economic
and Political Crisis in 17th

Century Europe

Objectives

After completing this chapter students will be able to:

 Know the nature of 17 century crisis in Europe.

 Compare different major events happened in Europe in 17 century.

 Understand the impacts of the crisis.

 Realize the circumstances which led to the 17 century crisis.

Structure

1.1 Introduction

1.2 Circumstances Led To the 17th Century Crisis

1.3 Nature of the 17 Century Crisis

1.4 Impact of the Crisis

1.5 Significant Events during 17 Century Crisis

1.6 Let’s Sum Up

1.7 Summary

1.1 INTRODUCTION
In the history of Europe, the early seventeenth century has often been regarded as a period

during which a single general crisis afflicted the entire continent to some degree, affecting the
economy, demography and the political stability of most countries. Certainly there were problems,
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with revolts breaking out in France, England, the Spanish Empire and elsewhere, and numerous
areas suffering terrible economic difficulties which were in marked contrast to the steady growth
of the economy of the sixteenth century, but to classify all of these under the one heading of a
general crisis may be more difficult to justify. The extent to which the problems affected the
whole of Europe evenly call into question the validity of terming it a general crisis, while
questions could be asked about how novel the situation of the early 1600s was.

Any event in this world has a cause. Effect cannot be without a cause. There are some
circumstances behind any event. We can see now the circumstances which led to the 17th century
crisis.

1.2 CIRCUMSTANCES LED TO THE 17th CENTURY CRISIS
Before dealing with the historiography on the nature of the 17th century crisis, we ought to

know as to what caused or what circumstances prevailed in Europe at that time which gradually
transformed into a period of ‘crisis’?

The vast expansion that began in the second half of fifteenth century slowly came to an end
in numerous European regions between 1600 and 1620. Some parts experienced decelerated
growth; some stagnated, while the economies of numerous other regions witnessed a steady
decline. During the 16th century, the centre of economic activities and bustling of trade first
shifted from the Italian city states in the Mediterranean to the Iberian states of Spain and Portugal.

After 1600, numerous parts of Europe experienced uprisings, major conflicts and wars and
breakdown of political orders. Demographic trends suggest downward movement or stagnation in
different parts of Europe.

Demographic Change

The climatic change and its impact on agriculture across Europe are echoed in the population
statistics. The general figures show that the sixteenth century saw a rise to a peak European
population of 100 million in 1600, followed by stagnation and then decline to a low of around 80
million some 50 years later. Some areas saw a far more disastrous decline than others, Spain, for
instance, losing around 1/3rd of its population from 1600 to 1650. Others were more fortunate,
some, such as England, actually continuing to see population growth, although this was at a much
reduced rate. It can therefore, be said that although we cannot speak of a uniform population
decline across Europe, the demographic growth of every country in Europe was slowed or
retarded in the 17th century when compared to that of the previous hundred years.

Climatic Change

There is a good deal of evidence that one of the main roots of the economic problems which
affected Europe in the early 1600s was some kind of climatic change. Deposits of carbon rose
enormously during the seventeenth century, a phenomenon closely associated with a cooling
climate, and possibly related to the reduction in the occurrences of sunspots which was recorded
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at the time. The ‘Little Ice Age’ is commonly reckoned to have seen a fall in temperature across
Europe of 10°C, the effect of which restricts the growing season of plants by three or four weeks
and reduces the maximum altitude for cultivation by about 500 feet. In a world in which the vast
majority of the population depended directly on agriculture in order to make a living, and where
the growth of population which took place in the previous century had driven most of Europe to
the limits of subsistence, such a change produced a disastrous relative overpopulation, allowing
both starvation and disease to take a heavy toll.

Combined Effect of Demography and Climate

Agriculture, influenced to a large degree by the difficulties of both demography and climate,
suffered in numerous areas of Europe. As the agricultural labour force declined and the weather
commonly worsened, yield ratios began to stagnate or decline with worsening harvests, notably in
Eastern Europe which had been the major food-producing region of the continent. In spite of
lower manufacture though, food prices actually fell, reaching their peak from the inflation of the
sixteenth century during the first decades of the seventeenth and remaining low for the remainder
of the century. This points to a decline in demand which was faster than the fall in manufacture, a
factor partly explained by falling population levels, but also as a consequence of the inability of
the population to buy food grains and their inability to survive.

Increase in burden of tax

One of the main reasons behind this inability to buy food grains was the increasing burden of
tax. From the 1580s, Europe moved into an era of greater international hostility, with wars
occurring more frequently and becoming increasingly costly to fight. As each country’s military
capacity increased, others had to follow in order to compete, and a form of arms race developed
in which the size of armies rose dramatically. The Spanish army, which in 1550 had stood at
150,000 men rose to 300,000 by the 1630s, the French increased from 50,000 to 150,000, and the
English from 20,000 in 1550 to 70,000 in 1650. The only way to pay for all this was through
higher taxation: in Spain taxes increased fivefold under Philip II, in France the tax burden
quintupled between 1609 and 1648. Since it tested the capacity of both rich and poor to contribute
to the unprecedented demands of the state, government taxes became the crucial ingredient of
crisis.

Shift of demand

The state, and in particular the military, became the major buyer in the market, but was
interested in war industries rather than those which had served domestic demand. This shift of
demand seriously de-stabilized national economies, causing unemployment at a time when money
was short as a consequence of a depressed agricultural market and high taxes, and caused a
further fall in living standards. All areas suffered some problems, the most severe coming in the
traditional Mediterranean centres, but the industry of England and the Netherlands hardly saw any
decline at all, England's manufacture actually increasing on the strength of the new draperies. In
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addition, decline in the urban centres came at the same time as an increased tendency to 'put out'
work to rural industry, the increase of which went largely unrecorded.

The overall economy of Europe during the first half of the seventeenth century did see a
number of problems which in numerous areas combined to make up a local crisis. The climatic
change, which affected Europe more-or-less evenly, affected demography and to a lesser extent
agriculture to varying degrees (although all areas suffered, some were harder-hit than others), also
the increased burden of taxes and high rate of unemployment proved to be a catalyst in bringing
about the 17th century crisis.

1.3 NATURE OF THE 17 CENTURY CRISIS
Several scholars describe the 17th century as a period of crisis. A debate has been going on

among historians on the nature and the scale of the problems that Europe experienced. Though the
debate is still alive, the majority of scholars believe that the 17th century was a period of crisis.
Further discussions are elaborated below.

The General Crisis of the Seventeenth Century

The term ‘general crisis’ was coined by English Marxist historian
Eric Hobsbawm in his pair of 1954 articles entitled “The Crisis of the
Seventeenth Century" published in Past and Present, and cemented by
his contemporary, Hugh Trevor-Roper, in a 1959 article entitled “The
General Crisis of the Seventeenth Century” published in the similar
journal. Hobsbawm discussed a financial crisis in Europe; Trevor-Roper
saw a wider disaster, “a crisis in the relations between society and the
State”.

Extensive break-down in politics, economics and society

Trevor-Roper argued that the middle years of the 17th century in
Western Europe saw an extensive break-down in politics, economics
and society caused by a complex series of demographic, religious,
economic and political problems. In this “general crisis”, a variety of
events such as the English Civil War, the Fronde in France, the climax
of the Thirty Years War in Holy Roman Empire and revolts against
the Spanish Crown in Portugal, Naples and Catalonia were all
manifestations of the similar problem. The most significant cause of
the “general crisis”, in Trevor-Roper’s view, was the conflict between
“Court” and “Country”; i.e. between the increasingly powerful
centralizing, bureaucratic, sovereign princely states represented by the

Figure 1:
Eric Hobsbawm

Figure 2:
Trevor-Roper
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court, and the traditional, regional, land-based aristocracy and gentry representing the country.
Besides this, the intellectual and religious changes introduced by the Renaissance and the
Protestant Reformation were the significant secondary reasons of the “general crisis”.

The “general crisis” thesis created much controversy between those, such as the Marxist
historian Eric Hobsbawm, who supposed in the “general crisis” thesis but saw the problems of
17th-century Europe as being more social and economic in origin than Trevor Roper would agree
to, and those who essentially denied there was any “general crisis”.

Revolts, uprisings and economic contractions

Current historians inspired by the General Crisis include Geoffrey Parker, who has
authored a book on the subject. It is commonly acknowledged by
historians that there was a crisis’ that covered all of Europe during
the 17th century. A heap of rebellions, uprisings and financial
withdrawals happened all the while and profoundly affected the
socio-financial matters of the whole mainland. Eric Hobsbawm’s,
theory states that the 17th century crisis was the catalyst for the
transition from feudal society to capitalism in England and
ultimately the genesis of the industrial revolution. Hobsbawm
opines that it was the crisis of the 17th century, especially the
Puritan Revolution, which enabled capitalism to free the confines of
feudalism and thrive as the dominant ism’ in England. Hobsbawm

opines the 17th century crisis as the watershed accountable for the transformation.

Hugh Trevor-Roper in his book “The General Crisis of the Seventeenth Century” instead
focused on confrontations that pitted the Renaissance fiscal, political, intellectual, and moral
system (court) against reform-minded opponents (country). This “crisis in the relations between
society and the State” eventually spawned the Enlightenment and a range of radical, stabilizing,
and indecisive political initiatives.

Both articles inspired to search critiques as well as extensive approval. Early modernists
have questioned the generality, severity, and duration of crisis projected in each hypothesis. The
Soviet historian A. D. Lublinskaya confirmed that the heterogeneity of economic structures and
trends across Europe precluded the appearance of general crisis on any level. Like Roger B.
Merriman, who’s earlier work - Six Contemporaneous Revolutions--found that only chronology
linked mid-seventeenth century revolts. Not all social groups experienced the crisis: wage-earners,
for instance, saw their living standards improve. Immanuel Wallerstein maintains that economic
downturn represented only a phase of contraction and consolidation within a capitalist world-
system that had already substantially come into existence during the sixteenth century. Numerous
Dutch historians minimize the extent of distress faced by the Dutch Republic during its “Golden
Age,” and England’s economy as opposed to political problems have been presented as relatively
mild and short-lived.

Figure 3:
Geoffrey Parker


